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Edition Open Access
A New Publication Infrastructure in the Humanities
Edition Open Access (EOA) pioneers a new paradigm in
publishing that is fully committed to open access and highquality peer review. The publication infrastructure of EOA enables scholars to publish research results and relevant sources
in a new format, combining the advantages of traditional publications with the digital medium.
Open Access Paradigm
EOA provides open access to publications in accordance with
the Berlin Declaration on Open Access to Knowledge in the
Sciences and Humanities, which was launched by the Max
Planck Society in 2003. The aim is to disseminate the results
of scholarly work to a broad audience rapidly and at low cost.
The publications are freely available online as e-publications
and additionally as print-on-demand books.

• Max Planck Research Library for the History and Development of Knowledge presenting Proceedings, Studies, and Textbooks
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Bernard F. Schutz
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EOA Publications
A number of series are launched from the EOA platform:

Series Editors

Robert Schlögl
Fritz Haber Institute of the
Max Planck Society

EOA volumes published from 2011 to 2014 and made available via print-on-demand in cooperation with epubli: http://www.epubli.de/buch/edition-open-access.

eBook version of an Edition Open Access volume viewed on a tablet device

• Edition Open Sources (EOS) presenting Sources in a cooperation with the University of Oklahoma
EOS features volumes that are based on content relevant to
the history and development of knowledge. They present
primary materials in facsimile, transcription, or translation.
The original sources are complemented by an introduction
and by commentaries that communicate original scholarly
work.

From Scholars for Scholars
EOA is developed by scholars for scholars. The books are
directed at scholars and students from a wide variety of disciplines, as well as at a broader public interested in how science
shapes our world.
Transparency of Research
EOA publications give open access to scholarly results and
commentaries as well as to primary sources and other relevant data used for scholarly interpretations.
EOA publishes commented editions of historical manuscripts
and rare documents featured in open access repositories such
as ECHO – Cultural Heritage Online.

The website of Edition Open Access: www.edition-open-access.de.
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ECHO – Cultural Heritage Online: echo.mpiwg-berlin.mpg.de.

Scholarly Quality Control
EOA volumes are published under the responsibility of an international editorial board. Board members are distinguished
experts from several fields. Prior to publication, all EOA volumes are subject to a strict peer-reviewing process.

The website of Edition Open Sources with access to the online publications: www.
edition-open-sources.org.

